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Daylight Reconnaissance, Contact, and Dummies:  Enemy surface ships in same area are instantly and automatically contacted in Daytime.  Enemy surface ships in coastal areas - the islands west of Mergui are already Japanese occupied - are automatically detected. Transports anchored to land troops are automatically detected, Day or Night.  Dummies for deception:  In addition to real naval and air units, players get to use ship group and air unit or submarine - 4 each - dummy markers.  Contacted/exposed Dummies taken off the mapboard for re-entry at the start of the next Night turn.   

Ship plotting and simultaneous movement:
  3 impulses in each 8-hour period: Japanese first, then Allied - Ships moving Fast move in all 3 impulses - Slow ships just in the first 2 - and Transport Convoys, Freighters, Damaged ships, and monitor Erebus just move in the middle one.  British R class battleships may not stay at sea for more than 10 turns.  All other units may do so for 27 turns.
  No more than 22 ships may be placed in any one task group box on the Calendar.  Transported ground units are placed in their numbered task group place.  Task groups move at their slowest ship's speed.  Task group markers are moved - concealed - on the board, until discovered by air, sub, or surface contact.  Task group ships start together from the same port, but may recombine with other ships/task groups at sea, although risking Collision if attempting to do that at Night, and freighters and transports may not recombine at night at all.  If more than one task group is at an anchorage which is attacked, the owning player decides which task group to defend with first.  At Night, however, there must be search/detection, and an enemy task group can forego fighting the first task group it encounters, if it has Surprise, and go on to try to attack another group (containing transports, perhaps, like our U.S. destroyers did at Balikpapan). 
  Day vs. night:  Before Night combat, there is first a Surprise determination die roll:  1-2 the Allies - the British had early radar - get surprise plus torpedo fire against random targets, 3-4 neither gets surprise and gunfire and torpedo fire (against random targets) is simultaneous, and 4-6 the Japanese get surprise plus torpedo fire against random targets.  The attacker, including submarines, gets +1 for Surprise against ships in an anchorage.  The surprising side gets both gunfire and torpedo fair against random/upside-down targets and may then choose of withdraw without suffering counter-fire.  If it decides to stay for another round, the battle is continued on the battle board in alternating turns, with the surprised side getting gun and torpedo fire next ... until one side decides to withdraw - see below - or is annihilated. ).
  Transports and Landings and Freighters:  Each 6-ship transport unit can carry 1 factor of ground combat troops.  The transport piece is only used only for combat selection.  Each transport or freighter unit is assumed to have an intrinsic equivalent of 2 destroyers for Anti-Submarine calculations.  There are extra freighter pieces for noting losses on the Turn Track.  If over half of the 6 transports are lost, the ground unit carried is also considered lost.
  Landings:  Landings may be made on any coastal hex.  In a landing, the Attacker must eliminate all defending units in the ground area or be eliminated.  In other ground combat, only one side may end the turn in a same area.
  Collision:  Ships moving Fast or re-organizing into different task groups at Night or under Night-time Albacore, Swordfish, or PBY aerial torpedo attack risk Collision on a sum of 11 or 12 with a 2-dice roll. If a collision occurs, turn all the ship pieces upside down and pick 2 - the first being the rammer the second being the rammed. Collision Damage does not destroy an aircraft carrier's aircraft. And if a collision occurs, roll for a possible second one. For the rammer use the larger of its class ratings and for the rammed its armor/defense class and resolve damage as shown in this matrix:
Collision Result Matrix - Ramming Ship / Rammed Ship - Where D+ = 50% chance of Sunk
Rammed:\Rammer:	D	DL	CL	CA	 BC	B
D			D/D+	D/Sk	D/Sk	D/Sk	-/Sk	-/Sk
DL			D/D	D/D+	D/D+	D/Sk	-/Sk	-/Sk
CL			D/D	D/D	D/D	D/D+	D/Sk	D/Sk
CA			D/D	D/D	D/D	D/D	D/D+	D/D+
BC			D/-	D/D	D/D	D/D	D/D	D/D
B			D/-	D/-	D/D	D/D	D/D	D/D
Submarines:  move up to Slow speed - 2 hexes - at night without risk, but may be attacked each hex they move in daytime, if within enemy recon/air coverage.  Roll 2 dice.  If both die roll numbers are within detection range described previously, the sub is sunk.  A sub can report everything in a hex during Daylight or whether or not there are real ships in a hex at Night.  However, if it attacks, before it does so the sub must survive the Anti-Submarine screen, and if it doesn't survive it doesn't report.  (See also the transport and freighter rule.)  A sub is also sunk by the best die roll number if there are at least 2 destroyers in the task group, by the best 2 numbers if there are at least 4 destroyers, and by the best 3 if there are at least 8 destroyers. The anti-submarine die roll is shifted 1 number to the sub's advantage, if the enemy task group moves onto its position.  A submarine unit can attack only 1 ship in only 1 enemy task group in a hex in each impulse the task group moves, although if it scores a hit, it has a 50% chance of making an attack on a second ship.  If a Night attack, the task group's ships are inverted, and the target is randomly chosen.  A sub may attack in any impulse, but once it does it cannot attack again during that turn.
Aerial Combat Results - Both players roll, unless 0 or no numbers at all - Die roll nos., Allied, then Japanese, high or low, to destroy enemy.
Allied:		Fulmar			Hdsn, Blnhm, PBY
Jpnse:		Hurr	Martlet		Swdfsh, Alba		10th U.S. AF (B-17s)
Zero		2,4	2,3		0,3			1,3 (which is so low and high because there were only 2 B-17s and an LB-30)
Val		3,0	4,0
Kate		3,0	4,0
Betty		3,1	4,1
Jake (srch)	2,0	2,0
  Air operations - may not be conducted in a task force recombination impulse or (for Japanese) at night:
  Attacks:  are launched in the 1st impulse, strike in the 2nd, and return to base in the 3rd.  Only British torpedo planes can attack at night.  Carriers cannot move S, SW, or NW during an impulse they are launching or landing aircraft.
  Base capacities:  Major bases Colombo and Trincomalee can host 4 active air units – The Racetrack airfield and all other ports including Maldives and Addu Atoll can host 2.  Seaplanes can be based in any port and do not count against its airfield capacity.  Air units must be already initially based together on a land base to strike together in the same group.  Air units from different carriers but launched together from the same carrier must strike separately.
  Air reconnaisance:  Air reconnaisance zones are shown on the map.  At the farthest range, an unknown enemy marker is revealed on the best die roll number.  At the next hex in it is revealed on the 2 best die roll numbers, and so forth.  A revealed task group remains so until night at which time it is re-concealed and all dummies may be redeployed.  In any one impulse, Chikuma and Tone's seaplane units can conduct similarly resolved 120-degree arc searches out to their 6 hex range limit or they can instead be sent to reveal an enemy task force marker, although they risk being shot down by a Combat Air Patrol before reporting back and are then used up for the turn in any case.  If one is lost, a Japanese Kate squadron from a carrier can replace it.  British Albacore and Swordfish squadrons can be similarly used to the limit of their ranges, and the 413th Sqdn PBY can go out to recon a specific task force marker too.  During daytime, all the markers and ships in a successfully reconned hex are revealed.  British radar night detection reveals only whether or not there is a task group, not the specific ships in it.
  Range:   An air unit's maximum possible range to target - coming back is assumed - is the number on it.
  Air-to-Air Combat:   Unless the target has active radar or a Combat Air Patrol aloft, each escorting (or attacking, anyway) fighter unit gets to attack one defending/intercepting fighter unit with the defender unable to attack/dogfight back if shot down.  If the escorting fighter unit doesn't shoot down the interceptors, then those must (simultaneously) dogfight with any second escorting fighter unit in the attacking air group, if that hasn't already been engaged or, otherwise, may go on to make 1 attack against 1 bomber unit in simultaneous combat.  An escorting fighter squadron may not fight more than 1 interceptor squadron in a turn.  An interceptor squadron may not attack more than 1 bomber squadron in a turn.  Radar on Ceylon:  The British did have radar on Ceylon, but I have read that because it was Sunday it wasn't manned.  Therefore, on Sundays the British player must roll a die for a 50% chance the radar is not being operated.  Combat Air Patrol (CAP):  Fighter units may fly such patrols over ship task groups or their base or any other position within half their range - the Martlet's fraction rounded down - in which case fighter vs. fighter combat is simultaneous.
  Air Transfer range:   Unlimited between bases during a turn, but each hop should be no more double the combat range apart.  No other use that turn.
  Air Strikes - Bombing and Anti-Aircraft:  Torpedo bombers can do level bombing instead, but with die roll penalty if 1.  High altitude bombers can increase hitting probability 1 or 2 on the die if willing to risk higher probability of being shot down by descending to Medium or Low Altitude, and defending AntiAircraft is increased equally.  Torpedo bombers can similarly press their attack shifting the die roll numbers by 1 and being able to be shot down before launching.  Against Low and “pressed” torpedo bombing, AA takes effect before the planes can bomb.  Otherwise, antiaircraft is simultaneous with bombing.  The die roll is shifted 1 further to the bombers' advantage against Slow or Damaged ships or 2 against anchored anchored/unmoving ships or ground targets.  For High Level bombing, a choice must be made between ground combat, air, or ship units in the hex.  A Hit Disrupts a ground unit or eliminates an air unit, and each bomber bombs all the ground or air units or just 1 ship in the hex.  Colombo and Trincomalee add 1 to the AntiAircraft die roll numbers. 
   Fighters on attacked airfields may rise to attempt to intercept, but the escorting fighters get to attack them first, except in the case of Singapore which has radar so Allied interceptors get a first combat shot instead.
Naval surface battle can occur the instant opposing ships end up in the same hex.  Ships in an anchorage but not major/box port may be attacked.
  If there is more than one enemy group in an area, the owning player gets to choose which one to use - fight with - first in the daytime.  At night, the group to be contacted and engaged is randomly chosen from enemy groups.  Choosing a dummy results in no night surface combat.
  Use the Battle Board.  There must be at least 1 battle round.  Each ship not yet sunk can fire on one enemy ship (unit) - although reduced by 1 on the die roll if.  In Daytime for each battle round, roll the die to see which side's ship fires first, and then an opposing ships picks its targets and firing alternates thereafter.  With Night-time surprise or when withdrawing, any torpedoes to be fired are fired first.  Damage takes effect immediately, so it is wise to target first enemy ships which have not fired.  Destroyers and torpedoes may only fire at enemy ships in adjacent ranges.  CL and DL guns may fire up to 2 ranges away.  All larger guns - CA and above - may fire up to 3 ranges away.  Ships may be relocated after a battle round.  When friendly ships are eliminated from the friendly Screening position, the owning player may move other ships up into it for the next battle round.  If he does not, the opposing player may move his ships across into it, and if those include 3-range ships they may fire on the friendly Screened ships.
 Torpedoes:  Torpedoes can only be fired at adjacent enemy ships on the Battle Board in Daytime, or at any enemy ships (face down, randomly selected) at Night or when being Pursued.  Allied ships may only fire torpedoes once in a battle.  Japanese ships may fire twice but in different battle rounds.  (Notes of which ships have fired torpedoes will have to be kept.  Sorry.) . 
  British Coast Defense Gun Batteries:  Engage Japanese warships in their hex just like Allied warships, until they are destroyed or the Japanese withdraw.
  Withdrawal/flight and Pursuit:  If one side decides to flee - Japanese player decides first - the fleeing player's ships must retreat to the hex from which they came or to one adjacent to it, not occupied by enemy ships.
  The winning side may pursue, but then the fleeing side gets to launch a torpedo attack at the pursuing ships, before there is another round of gunfire.
General ship gun/armor class descriptions:  D=Destroyer, DL=Destroyer Leader, CL=Light Cruiser, CA=Heavy Cruiser, BC=Battle Cruiser, B=Battleship.  For surface combat, the firing class rating is in the lower left and defending class in the lower right.
COMBAT RESULTS MATRIX - Attacker vs. Defender class ranks.
Target ship:\ Firing ship:	D	DL	CL	CA	 BC,T	B, 24"T (on IJN cruisers and destroyers)
Subs			    See rule	-	-	-	-	-
Frghtrs/Trnsprt Convoy	0	+1	+2	+2	+2	+2
D				0	+1	+2	+3	+4	+5
DL				0	0	+1	+2	+3	+4
CL				-1	-1	0	+1	+2	+3
CA				-2	-2	-1	0	+1	+2
BC				-3	-3	-2	-1	0	+1
B				-4	-4	-3	-2	-1	0
NAVAL COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:					Bombing		Shore Bombardment
Die Roll	-2	-1	 0 	+1	+2	+3	+4	+5	TorB	DivB	HigA	CA	B
A     B										BC	CA	BC
6      1	D	DS	DS	Sk	Sk	Sk	Sk	Sk	Hit	Hit	Hit	D	D(isrupted)
5      2	D	D	DS	DS	Sk	Sk	Sk	Sk	Hit	Hit	-	-	D
4      3	-	D	D	D	DS	Sk	Sk	Sk	JHit	Hit	-	-	D
3      4	-	-	-	D	D	DS	Sk	Sk	-	JHit	-	-	-
2      5	-	-	-	-	D	D	DS	Sk	-	-	-	-	-
1      6	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	AA	AA	-	-	-
	Against Slow or Damaged ships, air, gunfire, or torpedo attacks are shifted 1 on the die to the attacker's favor.  A Damaged attacking ship has a 1 on the die shift against it when gunfiring or torpedo-firing.  Allied torpedoes have T hitting power - Japanese surface ships 24"T..
  Ships in port can be attacked by air - bomb or torpedo - or by CA and higher warship gunfire.
  JHit means a hit by a Japanese torpedo bomber or divebomber in those modes.  Japanese Vals and British Albacores and Swordfish can dive bomb.
Combat results:
D = Attacked ship unit is Damaged but may continue firing, Damaged.  Air units on a carrier are destroyed, if it is Damaged by bombs, unless they are in the air at the moment of attack (in which case they can land on another carrier.  Damaged warship's speed becomes Slow - 1 position per time period.  A Damaged ship's gunfire is reduced by 1 column and loses torpedo fire - gun and torpedo fire effects against it increased 1 column.  1 Freighter sunk.
  A Damaged ship cannot be repaired and must sail its 1 hex per turn back toward the eastern mapboard edge.
DS = Damaged, but an already Damaged ship unit is Sunk.  2 Freighters sunk.
Sk = Sunk.  3 Freighters sunk.
AA = Air attack and antiaircraft are separate die rolls, by the attacker and defender, respectively.  The air unit is permanently eliminated.  
  The die roll of an air attack against Slow(ed) warships is shifted 1 to the attacker's advantage.
  HA can bomb from low altitude and gets a(nother?) favorable shift on the die of 1, but the anti-aircraft die roll is 2.
GROUND COMBAT RESULTS - Attacker:Defender strength - round fractions down - Disrupted units may not attack and are counted half for Defense for computing odds and losses.  Attacker may wager/bet combat factors to be risked beyond basic result:
Die Roll	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1 or greater
A     B
6      1	+1	+2	+2	+2	+3	+4
5      2	=	+1	+1	+1	+2	+3
4      3	-1	=	=	+1	+1	+2
3      4	-2	-1	=	=	+1	+1
2      5	-3	-2	-1	=	=	+1 (I.E., 1 more defending combat factor must be lost than attacking combat factor(s risked).)
1      6	-4	-3	-2	-1	=	=
Ground units may move 1 hex in the morning of every fourth – Turns 4, 8, etc. – turn. 
Questionable Ceylonese units    The instant a Japanese unit land on Ceylon, a die is rolled for each Ceylonese unit with a 50% chance of it being loyal, a 33% chance it deserts and disappears from the game, and a 17% chance it goes over to the Japanese (in which case use its turncoat unit piece).

Each 8-Hour Time Period's Sequence - within each phase, the Japanese player decides/acts first:
·	Appearance of troop Transport Convoy?
·	Reconnaissance.
·	1st Sea Movement Impulse of ship task groups - Japanese, then Allies - with chance of aerial or sub detection.  Air strikes launched.  Fuel limit markers moved down 1 day.
·	2nd Sea Movement Impulse of ship task groups - Japanese, then Allies - with chance of aerial or sub detection and of air attacks and (second) sub attacks.  Air strikes made/resolved.
·	3rd Sea Movement Impulse of eligible ship task groups - Japanese, then Allies - with chance of aerial or sub detection and of air attacks and (third) sub attacks if the task group is moving into the sub’s hex.  Fuel limit markers moved down an additional day because of high fuel expenditure.  Air strikes return to base.
·	Landing of ground units at destination/landing points and any combat (to the death) with enemy ground units in the area, after 1 round of shore bombardment.

Winning – Victory Points:  
  Ships sunk by type:  Fleet Carrier 6, Battleship (B) or Battle Cruiser (BC) 4, Carriers Hermes or Ryujo 3, Cruiser 2, Weak Light Cruiser (Japanese, British C- or D-class) 1, Destroyers 1, Submarines 2, 6-ship Transport unit 6, Freighter 1, and 1 for each ground unit factor.  If invasion is on, Japanese taking total control of Ceylon 10 – if they don’t the British get the 10.  A draw if the Japanese player gets only 10-19 more than the British, British win if less, and Japanese win if more.

Starting Forces, Setup, Allied Reinforcements - Japanese ships may sail onto the board as late as the 9th turn: 

  Japanese:  First secretly rolls a die for a 50% chance of being under orders to take Ceylon with troops.  If so, the 3 transport units are in the starting forces based at Mergui with light carrier Ryujo, cruisers Chokai, Kumano, Mikuma, Mogami, Suzuya, a light cruiser, and 8 destroyers.
  Kido Butai - the 4-6 fleet carriers, all 4 battleships, cruisers Chikuma and Tone, a light cruiser, and 8 destroyers - enters the game on the meatball-marked hexes in the lower right-hand corner of the board in whichever turn the Japanese player chooses, if ever.  On secret die rolls of 1-3, 4-5, and 6 the Japanese player gets 4 (+4 victory points), (the historical) 5, or 6 (-4 vps) Kido Butai carriers, respectively.  If the invasion mission has been rolled, add 1 to the die roll.
  Land-based naval (Betty and Yamada Zero) air units are placed on Mergui or the Sabang airfield.  I-boats/submarines may be positioned anywhere, but they must be at least 3 hexes away from a freighter starting position or Allied port.  Allied submarines are positioned anywhere wished, except they may not start closer than 3 hexes to Mergui or the Kido Butai entry hexes. 

  Allies:  Allied warships are organized into any task groups the Allied player wishes and start the game in a port. On a secret 33% die roll, the British can have carrier Illustrious as well at a cost of 4 vps, if he wishes.  Carrier Hermes, cruisers Dorsetshire and Cornwall, and destroyers Tenedos and Vampire start in Trincomalee, and may not move until a Japanese task group anywhere is detected.  Freighter units are upside-down and not revealed to either player or moved until one is attacked or a Japanese task group anywhere has been detected.  Put 1 on each hex marked for freighters' beginning positions
  The (initially, anyway, pro-British) Colombo Town Guard starts on Colombo.  The other Ceylonese units and the "Calcutta Light Horse" start anywhere on Ceylon the British player wishes.  Allied air units are positioned on any Allied (ports/)air bases wished. . 
  British Reinforcements:  Australian 16th and 17th Brigades enter on the western chartboard edge on transports on a 17% die roll for each.
  Secret Royal Navy fleet base :  The Allied player has an initally secret naval base/port and a dummy naval base unit he can also place secretly/upside-down on the Maldives or Addu Atoll.  If he instead choses to put the base on an Indian mainland port it is placed right-side up, since it be no secret there.

Players in Oslo Norway's Ares Spillklubb:  Tor Mæhlum
Special thanks to the following for their research assistance and input:  Edward McEneely, Brandon Musler, 
Research sources:
Internet:  Wikipedia general article on the raid, orders of battle there and elsewhere, other (often personal) accounts.
Books, Articles:
Boyd, Andrew.  The Royal Navy in Eastern Waters:  Linchpin of Victory, 1935-42.  USNI, 2017.  "Nor was the Royal Navy outmatched by Japan, coming very close to a British ‘Midway’ off Ceylon in 1942." :-) Andrew Boyd may be the son of the British carrier admiral Boyd.  Not consulted.
Kipling, Rudyard.  "Riki Tiki Tavi," from The Jungle Book.  https://www.gutenberg.org/files/236/236-h/236-h.htm#link2H_4_0009
Tomlinson, Michael.  The Most Dangerous Moment:  Japanese Assault on Ceylon, 1942.  Harper-Collins, 1979.
  Not available to be consulted, but look at this quote from the book description:
"The attack on Colombo Harbour and the nearby Ratmalana Airport took place exactly 119 days after the Pearl Harbour attack in Hawaii. In that relatively short time, the Japanese military had advanced westwards in the Indian Ocean with astonishing speed and success.
When Singapore fell in February 1942, it was widely believed that the next Japanese target was Ceylon. Once their battleships, aircraft carriers and submarines were based in Ceylon, their domination over the Indian Ocean would be consolidated.
  Its title, The Most Dangerous Moment, was derived from a remark by British Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill.
  Looking back later, Churchill said the most dangerous moment of the Second World War, and the moment that caused him the most alarm, was when the formidable Japanese fleet was approaching Ceylon."
Rohwer, J., and G. Hummelchen.  Chronology of the War at Sea, 1939-1945.  2nd, revised edition.  U.S. Naval Institute, 1992.


The game's design, play of the game, historical commentary:

  I try to put opposing players in the historical commanders' fog of war mental state - not knowing each other's intentions.

  I have absolutely NO idea if the game is balanced, although the victory conditions seem historically realistic.  In our first-ever game, I - as the overwhelmingly strong Japanese player - got SMEARED by Tor.    SO FEEDBACK IS REQUESTED.  :-)

  I knew little to nothing about this battle, and my research was revelatory.  It seems the British were expecting not just the historical foray into the Indian Ocean but a Japanese landing on Ceylon, to gain a base to dominate the Indian Ocean.  (Fortunately for the Britiish, the Japanese saw us Americans as the more immediate threat and redeployed to the east to enter their disastrous Battle of Midway, losing 4 of their 6 fleet carriers.)

  Admiral Boyd, the British carrier commander, wanted to get fast battle carriers Formidable and Indomitable close enough to launch an aerial radar directed night-time torpedo attack, but this would be tricky, since the Japanese planes' daylight range was so much farther than the British planes.  And if the Japanese had been able to launch a daylight strike, the British carriers would have been just as overwhelmed as heavy cruisers Cornwall and Dorsetshire and elderly carrier Hermes were, regardless of their armored flight decks.  The pinpoint divebombing accuracy destruction of those ships shows what could have happened at Midway, if the Japanese had been able to detect our 3 fleet carriers in time.

  One of my discoveries was the seething discontent of the Ceylonese who hated British colonial rule, abetted by both nationalists ... and Trotskyist communists!  There was a small Ceylonese garrison on Cocos Island south of Sumatra.  Expecting a Japanese landing and easy takeover imminently, the Trotskyist-subverted Ceylonese mutinied, killing some of the British officers.  However, the troops that landed proved to be Australian! - strangely, the Japanese did not take this key communication and reconnaissance base - and the mutineers were imprisoned and their leaders hanged after the war.  As a result, the British disbanded the sizeable Ceylon Defence Force and replaced it with Australians and other more reliable troops.  With hindsight, it is obvious the Japanese might have taken Ceylon easily in that early April 1942.

  The Andaman and Nicobar islands on the eastern side of the Bay of Bengal were taken by the Japanese and by troops who had been involved in the Rape of Nanking, China.  I read one account that they raped women and boys upon landing.  Many of the islanders were Indian nationalists who were ready to welcome the Japanese as liberators but were soon disillusioned of that.  British officials and then islanders were tortured and murdered.  Toward the end of the war, with food run out 800 islanders considered expendable by the Japanese were put on boats and pushed off them into the waiting jaws of sharks or left on desolate islands to die of thirst and starvation.

  The Japanese thoroughly destroyed all records of what they had done, and postwar British authorities claimed they couldn't be prosecuted, so most all the guilty Japanese escaped punishment.  The tortures make very grim, angering reading.  Happily the Japanese people turned their backs on ever committing such barbarity again and are now in the forefront of humanity's humanitarian and environmental initiatives.




